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December 31, 2018 – New Year’s Day Animals 
Under a blood red sky… 

 
       2018 YTD by Market Cap                     2018 YTD by Least Bad Performance* 

         
 

*stocks highligted in green were referenced in October 22 Lithium Bull 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdLuk2Agamk
http://libull.com/2018-10-22-Feels-Like-the-First-Time.pdf
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Welcome to Lithium-ion Bull Issue #45, the 24th and last in 2018. With October’s issue #43 entitled:  
Urgent: Feels Like the First Time and November’s #44 entitled: #TheBigLong, I must admit to feeling a 
bit Sheepish....  

 
…like a gold bug. 

 
It’s more than conceivable – downright likely -- and would be very healthy for the lithium-ion battery 
supply chain if the battery grade lithium price flat-lined at a high $12-14K carbonate and $14-16K 
hydroxide for the next 5-7 years – reflecting a modest drop on 2018 figures. Sort of like gold largely has 
in the $1,200-1,350 oz range, after 2011/12 euphoria. Note the difference, though, that lithium will be 
insanely more profitable for $5-6K cash cost 30-50%+ EBITDA margin producers of battery grade lithium 
chemicals compared to skinny margins for $949 average gold opex producers. And the probability of an 
upside surprise to forecasted prices for battery grade lithium chemicals is at least as likely as a negative 
surprise and don’t believe anyone who tells you otherwise – no one really knows and any analyst who 
plugs in a long-term LCE price of $11,000 or less is excessively conservative. 
 

January 1, 2018: Aggregate Lithium Market Cap: $43B  
December 31, 2018: Aggregate Lithium Market Cap: ~$24B, down 44% 

2025E: Aggregate Lithium Market Cap: $100B* 
3-4X Potential Upside in 6 Years, >25% annual IRR 

#CollegeRetirementSavings 
 

*assuming 9-12X multiple on $9-10B aggregate lithium market EBITDA from 1M LCE tons at ~$9K/ton EBITDA margin 

http://www.mining.com/gold-miners-sustaining-costs-22-since-gold-price-bottomed/
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    #LithiumGoldenGoose         #LithiumCashCow     

 
--- 

 
Keep Lithium Weird  

 
@JohnKanellitsas 

Executive Vice Chairman Lithium Americas 
 

KISS Principle #1: $300K+ Insider Buying 

 
--- 

 
Keep Lithium Weird 

 
@HowardKlein10 

 
US & Them Yoga             Sunsetting on the Big Chill-e 
@Community House 
Forest Hills NY, Dec 2018 

http://lithiumpodcast.com/podcast/e26-keep-lithium-weird/
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2019: The Year of the Pig 
 

Pigs (Three Different Ones) 

 
Roger Waters, US & Them Tour, Santiago, Chile November 2018 

 
2018 concluded with two Pig Deals. Premium-Priced. 

 
   Capitalist Pig      Communist Pig 

 
           ALB/MIN: $2B            Tianqi/SQM: $4.1B 
            Wizards of Oz     ChiNationalization of The People’s Lithium 

 
What I most enjoyed about Roger Waters’ US & Them tour was hearing the extensive outtakes from 
Pink Floyd’s 1977 album Animals – the first I’d ever heard this live. Animals was loosely based on George 
Orwell’s Animal Farm. Pigs are the people in power, Dogs are their enforcers and Sheep are the mass of 
people. 
 
No Bull. But a piggish narrative next about a certain boomer enforcer Dog… 
 
2018 felt a bit like Orwell’s follow up 1984: 
 

China: Big Brother (Huawei et al) is Watching You  
Chile: Big Brother CORFO is Hassling You 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FiXktAbfJE
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Red Herrings 2c: 
Socialithiumism with Crony Chilean Characteristics  

 
Former US Senator Bob Dole once quipped about his Brooklyn colleague that the most dangerous place 
in DC was between Chuck Schumer and a microphone. Quick shout out to Rush fan David Talbot of Eight 
Capital as I write about a lithium political actor who similarly loves the Limelight.  Dr. Bitran’s popularist 
fireside podcast chat is a great public service and is worth a listen – lots of intimate detail and no pulled 
punches. I was surprised not to hear accompanying music from Don Henley of the Eagles: Dirty Laundry.   
 
Big picture I found little new, but what I found most newsworthy is that Dr. Bitran seems to no longer 
have fire in the belly to fight China. And, like his comrades embracing One Belt One Road, has shifted his 
ire on Charlotte, North Carolina, USA-based Albemarle, the world’s #1 lithium producer. Cold War II. 
 
I was surprised that not much was said about the most relevant long-term issue – the Tianqi/SQM 
dynamic -- considering Dr. Bitran’s scorched earth Complaint filed as he left CORFO. 
 

“If this company (SQM) is controlled by the development interests of the Chinese automobile 
industry then the electric vehicle and (anti)-climate change movements at the global level will 
have a problem,” said Bitran. – Reuters April 2018 

 
I had found myself in common cause here with Dr. Bitran who was mocked by some at the time as a 
China/xenophobe and also attracted threats by China’s ambassador: 
 

Chinese Ambassador Xu Bu openly condemned the move by the country’s development 
agency Corfo… suggesting it would “leave negative influences on the development of 

economic and commercial relations between both countries.” – Mining.com 
 
Much as Dr. Bitran aspires to Lennon’s Imagine – a song I used for a May Lithium-ion Bull title describing 
Young Americans Piedmont Lithium, Thacker Pass and Rhyollite Ridge – he is now largely McCartney’s 
Yesterday and, of course Harrison’s Tax Man, the legacy for which Bitran will be most remembered. 
 

--- 
 
I understand the warmth Dr. Bitran can radiate and I have a definitive soft spot for this man – we share 
similar heritage and a strong connection to and affinity for the many great things about Israel.  I see 
some boomer kibbutznik idealism and empathize with his continued connection to the poverty he grew 
up amongst, as I do his Chilean Nationalist sentiment. Bitran has held substantial technocratic civil 
servant positions at an exciting time in world history for over 30 years. A Party for Democracy (PPD) 
member: center-left, progressive. PhD economist from the “Bernie/Warren” school not the Chicago 
school. Believes strongly in climate change. Harness theoretical 15kwh power from Atacama solar, if 
only we can twist the laws of comparative advantage and suddenly make high cost mañana Chileans as 
productive as non-UAW Tesla laborers and six sigma Asians with cheap lithium. And now, big, bad 
Albemarle, without National Champion SQM’s clout and a more differentiated and diverse supply chain, 
is slow playing/disputing legal language about lithium pricing negotiated with Bitran’s CORFO. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/reliable-source/wp/2015/04/01/chuck-schumer-and-that-most-dangerous-place-joke/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiRuj2_czzw
http://lithiumpodcast.com/podcast/gle28-man-on-a-mission-part-one/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHimia_Fxzs
https://santiagotimes.cl/2018/11/04/chile-joins-chinas-belt-and-road-initiative/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-lithium-china-exclusive/exclusive-chile-files-complaint-to-block-sale-of-sqm-shares-to-chinese-companies-idUSKCN1GL2LP
http://www.mining.com/china-says-chile-move-to-block-5bn-sqm-lithium-deal-could-be-harmful/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkgkThdzX-8
http://www.libull.com/2018-05-20-Imagine-Young-Americans.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haWRUpPw_tI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8OgkjcW0g4
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fes.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FEduardo_Bitran
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My takeaways on Bitran’s nearly two hours at the mike: 
 

• Atacama Drama = Bitran David vs Goliath (SQM/Ponce) meet Lilliputians & Gulliver (ALB) 

• Julio Ponce is corrupt and the Pinochet connection continues to sting strongly. 

• SQM palm grease sales to many Chilean politicians thwarted naïve Bitran. 

• Leopard unlikely has changed spots - poor environmental track record. 

• Atacama a unique lithium animal. 100% controlled by the Chilean regulatory apparatus – the 
least private enterprise mentality of any producer country. Enabled David Bitran to extract 
major concessions from Goliath Ponce/SQM 

• Bitran enhanced his position with SQM by first tying down Gulliver ALB John Mitchell 

• And successfully cultivated massive publicity to keep SQM/Ponce feet to fire. 

• Bitran said he wished 20 years ago he paid more attention to Chile politics, not just being a good 
technocrat. ALB seems to be pursuing this course. Against Belt and Road-friendly ministries. 

• Bitran seems to feel slighted that his deal is being interpreted differently by new ALB executives 
and is disparaging a highly credentialed female country manager who shares Bitran’s patriotic 
career in civil service, including the last six years promoting free trade between the US and 
Chile.  
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• Arbitration at Paris International Court? CORFO’s already saying this might not matter. 
 

The WHO @CORFO 
Meet the New Boss, Same as the Old Boss 

 
 

Two months into her job, ALB’s American woman is attacked as a liar by Dr. Bitran and her boss, Luke 
Kissam IV, CEO of a Goldman Sachs 50 Sustain Stock, is threatened. Heavy Hand of Chilean State. 

 

Won’t Get Fooled Again @Eduardo Bitran 

Is Chile going to expropriate ALB as Argentina did Spain’s Repsol/YPF? 

The Chilean government is taking on a U.S. mining company in a spat that could rattle the electric-car 
industry - Bloomberg 

Or perhaps not?:  Exclusive: Chile to delay arbitration with top lithium producer Albemarle - Reuters 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-lithium-albemarle/chile-to-file-arbitration-suit-against-lithium-miner-albemarle-by-dec-15-idUSKCN1NV24K
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-22/score-one-for-the-flamingos-in-high-altitude-fight-for-lithium-suppliesHeadlines%20like%20these
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-22/score-one-for-the-flamingos-in-high-altitude-fight-for-lithium-suppliesHeadlines%20like%20these
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-lithium-albemarle-exclusive/exclusive-chile-to-delay-arbitration-with-top-lithium-producer-albemarle-idUSKCN1OQ1HJ?feedType=RSS&feedName=businessNews
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Hard Rock Life Trumps The Pig Chile 
 
I’d like to thank Dr. Bitran and Chile for flattening the lithium chemical cost curve globally and showing 
the world again the importance of sovereign risk even in countries considered largely stable. Atacama 
Drama, a long year of Macri election uncertainty, punctuated by the Argentina Grinch Orocobre’s 
Christmas-stocking-stuffer-lump-of-coal-like technical grade carbonate, reinforces the Hard Rock 
Advantage narrative in investment-friendly regions as 2019 begins.  
 
I predict Portuguese will become an important language for lithium land in 2019 as Brazil has a new 
President from January 1, AMG’s Mibra started shipping spodumene recently and developer Sigma 
signed a $30M off-take deal with Mitsui.  Brazil has a more meaningful base of auto OEMs than Chile 
and Argentina with BYD, Fiat, VW, Ford, GM, Nissan, Toyota, MAN, Mitsubishi, Mercedes, Renault, 
Honda, Hyundai operating in country.  Savannah too, in Portugal, has similar potential for German and 
other EU OEMs, IMO. 
 
Macquarie did a fantastic job advising Mineral Resources with the Wodgina marketing process. 
Albemarle is paying a full and fair price for a project that should generate after-tax returns of 15-20% - 
“two times their cost of capital,” if executed on time and within ~$2B budget - a not inconsequential 
“if”. But my bet is that ALB and MIN will look very smart in a few years’ time as I believe demand and 
lithium prices will exceed the forecasts currently used in evaluating this investment decision.  
 
Recall, ALB fell for quite some time after mid 2014 announcement to buy Rockwood for $6B amid 
chatter that it overpaid. An intelligent, self-directed Joe Battery Pack investor buying ALB in 2015 was 
richly rewarded by 2017. I suspect a history repeat by 2020/21 from current price (Not Advice. DYOR).  
ALB will be in market next year with a $1B investment grade debt deal to finance MIN JV investment. 
Incumbent Cost of Capital in USA capital markets <5%, covenant-lite, I suspect. 
 
The ALB/MIN JV shows a maturity in the lithium market – a recognition of a project that has 
meaningfully more positive attributes than negative ones – size, political and technical risk. It was 
sufficiently scarce relative to the current stage of development of other assets. Gossip post 
announcement is that Albemarle faced off two other bidders from China who were bidding higher.  
 

Competitive Process + Competitive, Unpartnered Project = Full Price, Premium Valuation. 
 
With Wodgina now taken off the market, the pipeline of independent/available hard rock projects with 
more positives than negative attributes in good jurisdictions has thinned, but there are new contenders. 
In addition to Sigma and Savannah, Core Lithium in New South Wales Australia, Critical Elements in 
Canada and Piedmont Lithium in North Carolina are on my radar. Size matters, but as important as 
finding a Wodgina, Pilgangoora or Mt Holland, in my view, is having a credible, sustainable, vertically 
integrated path to produce battery grade lithium chemicals - outside China. Like Nemaska and Kidman. 
 
I look forward to continuing this Lithium-ion Bull labor of love in 2019.  One New Year’s Resolution is to 
shorten the length of each issue.  So I will conclude on page 8 today with: Lithium-ion Bull 2018 Year 
Pictures. Worth thousands and thousands of words… 
 

Happy New Year!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ6R0Md1W7I
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www.libull.com 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
--- 

 

 

http://www.libull.com/
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Disclaimer  
 
Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK 
Equity Advisors, LLC. I may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital 
raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, 
remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective 
partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may hold stock, options or warrants in issuers 
mentioned herein and may make purchases and/or sales from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of December 
24, 2018 RK Equity or its principals own securities in Altura Mining, Piedmont Lithium, Savannah 
Ganfeng Lithium, Albermarle, Livent, Neolithium, Galaxy and Orocobre and have or have had 
over the past 36 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium 
Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, Bacanora 
and Piedmont Lithium. RK Equity is a strategic advisor to Piedmont Lithium from which it 
expects to receive cash compensation in 2018. The information contained herein is not financial 
advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any 
recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  
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